TAKE CONTROL WITH DLP - TACKLING THE DATA LEAKAGE THREAT

CUT EXPOSURE TO RISK, DAMAGE TO REPUTATION AND HIGH COST OF COMPLIANCE - BACKED BY OUR DEEP SECURITY PORTFOLIO

Tata Communications’ cutting edge data loss prevention (DLP) service enables you to auto-scan all kinds of existing data – inside servers, email and handhelds – to monitor and manage the flow of vital information. In a world where the number of connected systems and devices is exploding, and hackers are smarter by the day, they offer you a 360-degree view to:

- Increase control over sensitive data within your organisation
- Prevent its intentional or unintentional disclosure to unauthorised people
- Protect personally identifiable customer data, intellectual property and brand reputation
- Reduce your organisation’s risk profile and cost of compliance (with SOX, HIPAA, PCI, ISO etc.) through pre-defined compliance reports
PROTECT YOUR CUSTOMERS AND MISSION-CRITICAL ASSETS

As the volume of sensitive personally identifiable information (PII) rises – alongside confidential corporate data, including intellectual property – so do the costs when it falls into the wrong hands. To make matters worse, the Economic Forum Global Risk Report estimates that as many as 71% of victims are unaware of a data breach until they hear about it from others.

The best technology managed by the best talent

Tata Communications’ Managed Data Loss Prevention service (mDLP) uses industry-leading DLP hardware and software to tailor-make solutions for your size and industry.

It means you can constantly monitor the data entering or leaving your organisation’s network, data that’s transferred via the various ingress and egress points of an endpoint, plus business-critical data stored across all devices. Our DLP service then alerts you to any system-generated alarms. Choose which package option matches your security priorities for both endpoints and the network:

- Discover + monitor
- Discover + monitor + prevent

Managed to the highest standards

All DLP solutions are backed by two, ISO 27001 and SAS-70 Type 1/11-certified Managed Security Operations Centres (SOCs) that deliver 24/7 monitoring and management globally. Staffed by engineers certified on leading security platforms and products, they’re the resources you need to take on a challenge guaranteed to not just to get bigger – but even more complex.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Internet traffic monitoring
- Corporate email and webmail correspondence control
- Instant messaging monitoring
- Optical character recognition (OCR) to identify sensitive data embedded in images and prevent loss
- Ability to identify slow data leaks over extended periods
- User-friendly central management console
- Ease of defining and implementing data protection policies
- Hundreds of pre-defined policies for quick, easy implementation
- Fingerprint protection for sensitive data unique to your organisation
- Detailed reports for management review and pre-built compliance report templates
- 24x7 monitoring and management.

TATA COMMUNICATIONS DLP ARCHITECTURE

To get the full story on data loss prevention (DLP) services, visit www.tatacommunications.com or email us at securitysolution@tatacommunications.com.
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